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Abstract

Free space optical (FSO) communications in
the atmosphere are characterized by additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) and turbulent fading. We
propose a combination of spatial and temporal forward
error correction (FEC) coding to instantaneously
correct for long-duration fades over a multiple channel
link. We simulate this over a turbulent channel and
identify the probability of outage of such a channel as
the most significant channel parameter.

1. Introduction

Free space optical (FSO) communication offers the
promise of tremendous bandwidth while preserving
a low probability of detection and interception.
Such qualities are extremely attractive for military
communications applications in an increasingly
congested and compromised radio-frequency (RF)
spectrum. However, in addition to the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) typical of RF communications,
FSO communications via laser also experience
fluctuations in the received intensity of the signal,
referred to as scintillation. These fluctuations lead to
relatively long duration fades, significantly reducing the
overall throughput of a FSO link.

Typical methods of overcoming fades on a
single-input, single-output (SISO) system include
the use of forward error correction (FEC) with
large blocksizes and deep interleavers [1, 2, 3, 4].
Multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) systems such
as those proposed by [5] and [6] typically involve
spatial diversity using multiple transmitters and
receivers, combined with FEC. Such systems leverage
multiple paths to overcome turbulent fading, while
keeping overall power constant.

More complex MIMO systems using space-time

coding [7], extended Alamouti space-time coding
combined with turbo codes [8], and spatial multiplexing
[9], have been proposed. Additionally, some research
has been done using multiple distinct channels rather
than simple spatial diversity to take advantage of
relay-assisted systems [10], multi-user diversity [11], or
increased aggregate bandwidth [12].

This paper explores methods of increasing
bandwidth by extending the sub-channel configuration
and applying FEC in both the spatial and
temporal dimensions. It assumes an array of
N receiver/transmitter pairs with tightly coupled
beams–either through collimation or through techniques
such as frequency diversity and physical filtering.
Rather than applying fade mitigation techniques to
each channel independently, we treat the output of
an N-element transmitter as a sequence of distinct
symbols. We apply FEC in the spatial dimension to
provide instantaneous resilience against long-duration
fades, and concatenate this with temporal coding on the
source data stream to overcome the effects of AWGN.
We simulate the performance of several combinations
of both spatial and temporal coding to determine the
effectiveness of such an arrangement over a turbulent
channel in the presence of noise.

The structure of the rest of the paper follows. First,
we develop the characteristics of the single-channel FSO
link. This is then directly extended to characterize the
multiple-channel link. Next, we provide the various
coding and modulation schemes tested, and outline the
channel simulator used during the testing. We then
present and analyze the significant results from our
simulations, and provide a few recommendations for
further study in our conclusion.

2. The Free Space Optical Channel

In a FSO link, data is modulated onto a laser beam
at the transmitter which passes through the atmosphere
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on its way to the receiver. We consider an intensity
modulated/direct detection (IM/DD) system, using two
levels of intensity as ”on” or ”off”. As described in
[13, 14, 15], primary losses to the signal strength at
the receiver are due to atmospheric effects such as
absorption and scattering, geometric losses due to beam
spreading, and variations in intensity due to atmospheric
turbulence. We consider static links only which result
in a fixed geometric loss, and further treat the slowly
changing effects of atmospheric losses as constant for
the purposes of simulation.

The current induced at the receiver is then
characterized by [16] with the equation y = sx +
n, where s denotes the current resulting from the
intercepted signal beam, x ∈ {0, 1}, and n is AWGN.
Furthermore, s may be broken down as ηI , where η is
the photo-current conversion ratio and I is the intensity
(affected by turbulence) of the normalized signal at the
receiver. We do not vary the efficiency of the receiver,
and will thus disregard η, leaving s = I . If y is greater
than some threshold value, it is detected as ”1”. If not, it
is detected as ”0”.

2.1. Effects of Turbulent Fading

As developed by [17], turbulence in the atmosphere
results in an intensification or attenuation of the
irradiance, I, of the received signal, which follows a
double-Gamma distribution:

p(I) =
2(αβ)(α+β)/2

Γ(α)Γ(β)
I(α+β)/2−1Kα−β(2

√
αβI), I > 0,

(1)
where α and β refer to the inverses of the variances
for large and small-scale turbulent cells, and K(.) is
the Bessel function of the second kind. Scintillation is
characterized by the Rytov variance,

χ2 = 1.23C2
nk

7/6d11/6, (2)

where C2
n is the refractive index structure parameter,

(m−2/3), k = 2π/λ is the optical wavenumber
(m−1), and d is the link distance (m). As described
in [18], weak fluctuation regimes exhibit a Rytov
variance between 0 and 1, with moderate fluctuation
characterized by a Rytov variance of 1, and strong
irradiance fluctuations found as the Rytov variance
reaches 5.

Returning to [17], if we assume a plane-wave
approximation and further simplify the model by taking
the inner scale of turbulence to be zero, we may
determine α and β by the following relationships:

α−1=̃exp

[
0.49χ2

(1 + 1.11χ12/5)7/6

]
− 1, (3)

β−1=̃exp

[
0.51χ2

(1 + 0.69χ12/5)7/6

]
− 1. (4)

Using p(I) as in (1), for any given Rytov variance
we may then calculate the probability that the received
signal irradiance I is below a threshold irradiance level
IT by integrating as below:

Prfade = Pr(I < IT ) =

∫ IT

0

pI(I)dI. (5)

2.2. Effects of Noise

Optical SNR is used throughout this paper. As
in [17], to determine SNR no distinction is here
made between detector shot noise due to environmental
sources and the various internal sources of system
noise. The Central Limit Theorem may then be invoked,
allowing the total system noise to be considered additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), with zero mean and
variance σ2 = N0/2. N0 is kTBN , where k
is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the combined noise
temperature and BN is the noise bandwidth. Assuming
a matched filter,BN = 1/Tb, where Tb is the bitwindow
(for now, considered simply the inverse of the data
rate). The optical SNR may then be denoted as s/σN .
The current i induced by noise alone has the standard
Gaussian PDF with zero mean,

pn(i) =
1√

2πσN
exp

(
− i2

N0

)
. (6)

By integrating this PDF from some threshold current
value iT to infinity, the probability of a false alarm may
be formulated as

PrFA =

∫ ∞
iT

pn(i)di =
1

2
erfc

(
iT√
2σN

)
, (7)

where erfc(.) is the complementary error function.
Given a normalized signal s, and ignoring the effects

of turbulence, the output current y = s + n from the
matched filter has the following Gaussian PDF with
mean s,

ps+n(y) =
1√

2πσN
exp

(
− (y − s)2

2σ2
N

)
. (8)

The probability of detection is thus

PrD =

∫ ∞
iT

ps+n(y)dy =
1

2
erfc

(
iT − s√

2σN

)
, (9)

with the probability of an instantaneous miss due to
noise being simply 1− PrD.
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2.3. Combined Effects and Extension to
Multiple Channels

The instantaneous probability of detection of a signal
transmitted through a noisy, turbulent channel may be
calculated as in [17] by conditioning the probability
of detecting the signal plus noise over the variation in
the signal induced by irradiance. However, this single
〈BER〉 elides the temporal characteristic or memory
of the channel and does not capture the impact of
long duration fades on throughput–an impact which is
exacerbated by the interaction of higher level protocols
[6]. More useful is the block fading channel model
used by [1], which keeps the Prfade constant over a
time period (referred to as the temporal coherence of
the channel). The channel is then modeled to be in
a fade, or not. For the purposes of simulation, we
took the signal value during a fade to be zero, and set
PrD|fade = PrFA. Similarly, we took the signal value
when the channel was not faded to be full strength with
PrD|available = PrD as in (9).

Assuming enough spatial diversity for reasonably
independent, parallel paths with regards to the effects
of turbulence, we model the multiple channel link as a
collection of single links. While our simulation further
assumes that the beam spots are not mutually interfering,
for a large number of lasers, as noted by [12], the
inter-channel interference produced may be combined
with all other sources of noise as a single Gaussian
random variable. Thus, the results we derive may be
extended within reason to account for at least some level
of inter-channel interference. We will discuss further
methods of mitigating this in Section VI.

Prfade for single links may be naturally extended
to a Pr(Outage) for a multiple-channel link. Given
an N-laser array, a Prfade , and some threshold number
of lasers, t, which if simultaneously faded will render
the array unusable, we calculate Pr(Outage) with the
following equation:

Pr(Outage) =

N∑
i=t

(
N

i

)
(Prfade)

i(1− Prfade)
(N−i).

(10)

3. Methodology

Given the above channel model, we now outline the
coding and modulation schemes used in testing. Note
that all simulations used a common optical modulation
frequency of 100MHz.

3.1. Modulation Schemes

A common method of modulation in the optical
channel is on/off keying (OOK) [19], in which a
binary 1 is transmitted by turning on the laser, and a
binary 0 is transmitted by turning off the laser. In
an IM/DD receiver, the presence of signal above a
threshold corresponds to a binary 1, and the absence
of signal corresponds to binary 0. This produces
an obviously asymmetric channel, however, since the
probability of receiving a binary 1 in error at a constant
SNR is unchanging regardless of turbulence, while the
probability of receiving a binary 0 in error depends on
the irradiance. Clearly, in a high SNR regime, given
any appreciable probability of fading, and assuming
a random signal, the value 0 will be detected more
frequently than 1, leading to a decrease in entropy
overall.

To address this asymmetry, binary pulse position
modulation (BPPM) is a simple modulation scheme
which transmits on/off pairs corresponding to binary
1 and 0. For example, the sequence {0,1} could be
mapped to 0 and {1,0} could be mapped to 1. A received
pair matching either {0,0} or {1,1}may be considered a
detectable erasure. A reversed sequence (e.g., received
{0,1}when {1,0}was sent) is thus an undetectable error.
The channel may now be treated as a binary erasure
channel, with symmetric erasure and error probabilities,
although the bandwidth has been decreased by half.

3.2. Codes

Five codes are considered for use with four
simulated array sizes of 8, 16, 24 and 32 lasers. All are
concatenated codes using the primitive Reed Solomon
(255,32) code as the outer code, and a small blocksize
algebraic code as the inner code, where the blocksize is
matched to the array size. BPPM is used, rendering the
super-channel an erasure channel and allowing recovery
from a maximum of d − 1 faded lasers, where d is the
minimum distance of the inner code. Occasional (up to
16 of a block of 255) failures of the inner code due to
noise may be compensated for by the outer code.

Three codes use a 1/2 rate inner code: the
8-bit first-order Reed-Muller(1,3) code, the 16-bit
Nordstrom-Robinson code, and the 24-bit Golay code.
Two additional concatenated codes were used for array
sizes of 16 and 32, using the first order RM(1,4) and
RM(1,5) codes respectively. Each inner code is matched
to an array size, and the codewords are thus transmitted
instantaneously within the symbol-window. Table 1
lists all code variations used, along with array size and
threshold outage values for each code.
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As a baseline, the performance of an uncoded
channel was also calculated and the performance
of an N-sized repetition code (using OOK and
maximum-likelihood decoding) was simulated for each
array.

To quantify the efficiency of each code, we calculate
the energy transmitted per upstream data bit (Eb) using
the equation

Eb =
1

rate
× Ts ×

s2

2
, (11)

where the rate refers to the coding rate, Ts is the symbol
window, and s2/2 is the average power received per
signal bit. A lower value ofEb indicates a more efficient
code.

Pr(Outage) is calculated using (10). For the
concatenated codes, the outage threshold is simply
the minimum distance d of the inner code. For the
repetition codes, using maximum-likelihood decoding,
the outage threshold is N/2. The parameters for the five
concatenated codes are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Code Parameters
Code Eb/s

2 N t
No FEC 0.50× 10−8 All 1

RM(1,3) / RS(255,32) 2.30× 10−8 8 4
NR / RS(255,32) 2.30× 10−8 16 6
G24 / RS(255,32) 2.30× 10−8 24 8

RM(1,4) / RS(255,32) 3.67× 10−8 16 8
RM(1,5) / RS(255,32) 6.12× 10−8 32 16

4. Simulation Set-up

Six combinations of turbulence conditions and iT
were used to produce Prfade ranging from <0.1%
to 10%. Chosen values are listed in Table 2. A
rudimentary physical layer was coded in C++ for the
simulations, handling data input, whitening, channel and
line coding, and interleaving. The atmospheric channel
was simulated by introducing errors into the output of
the encoder. The data stream corresponding to each
simulated laser was independently distorted according
to the block fading model, using a Markov Chain/Monte
Carlo method to apply the appropriate probabilities
of fading, false alarm, and detection. Fade lengths
were randomly chosen between 1 and 100 ms (using
coherence times noted by [5]) according to a normal
distribution. The calculated Pr(Outage) for each code
is graphed as a function of Prfade in Fig. 1.

For each Prfade , ten seconds of transmission time
was simulated every 5 dB of SNR ranging from 0 to 50

dB. This allowed 100 observations equivalent to 100 ms
of real-time channel output at every SNR point. These
observations were averaged to determine the upstream
〈BER〉 for each code, under each set of channel and
threshold conditions.

Table 2. Simulation Parameters
χ2 iT Prfade

0.04 0.5 0.000675
0.2 0.33 0.015002
1 0.125 0.030532
1 0.2 0.074877
5 0.0625 0.049086
5 0.125 0.10734

Figure 1. Pr(Outage) as a Function of Prfade.

5. Results and Analysis

Typical outputs from the simulation are shown in
Fig. 2, which depicts a 32-laser array experiencing
strong turbulence as well as the calculated result from
a non-coded link. Each diamond represents the 〈BER〉
for an observation of 100ms. In all cases, the achieved
〈BER〉 slowly descended as SNR increased, with a
sharp decrease at the point where the FEC overpowered
the noise to achieve some stable level. The link was
determined to be usable if the achieved 〈BER〉 in the
stable portion of the plot was less than 10−6, with
variability on the order of or less than 10−6. Overall,
the concatenated codes based on first-order Reed-Muller
codes of length 8, 16 and 32 had statistically similar
channel usability rates as did the repetition codes of the
same length, while achieving higher throughput.

The simulated 〈BER〉 in the stable regions is
graphed as a function of Pr(Outage) in Fig. 3.
In general, simulated 〈BER〉 were on the order of,
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Figure 2. Typical Results, Simulated 32-Laser Array

in High Turbulence.

Figure 3. Simulated 〈BER〉 as a function of

Pr(Outage).

Figure 4. SNR requirement as a function of iT .

or an order of magnitude less than, the calculated
Pr(Outage). We expect that if the simulations had been
longer, eventually the 〈BER〉 would have matched the
Pr(Outage).

In each case, the usable channel appeared only after
the PrFA had decreased to a level which depended on
the Eb. This ranged from 10−4 for the three 1/2-rate
codes to as high as 0.1 for the two lower-rate codes,
which translated into a coding gain of 10-15 dB in terms
of SNR, as seen in Fig. 4. Lowering the threshold
iT to decrease the Prfade while keeping turbulence
constant increased PrFA and typically increased the
SNR requirement by approximately 5 dB. Removing
the outer (temporal) code likewise increased the SNR
requirement by 5-10 dB. However, in no case did
removing the outer code render a usable channel
unusable throughout the full range of SNR, indicating
that the outer code was primarily correcting errors due
to noise, and providing little to no fade protection.

Under our assumed resolution of individual laser
spots, the use of first-order Reed-Muller codes
as an inner (spatial) code in some concatenated
configuration is preferred under highly turbulent
conditions. The Pr(Outage) of a RM code is identical
to that of a same-size spatial repetition scheme using
maximum-likelihood decoding under the same channel
conditions. By extension, at lower levels of Prfade , use
of higher-rate codes should become possible, enabling
greater throughput.

Under suitable conditions, therefore, the use of a
multiple channel link can provide an increase of several
times the bandwidth of a single channel link, while
providing instantaneous protection against individual
fades of any length without the latency associated with
typical single-channel configurations. The use of the
RS(255,32) block code requires data inputs of 223 or
more bytes, which is much less than the blocksizes
required by [3] and [20], or for a deeply interleaved code
as described by [6].

6. Conclusions and Future Directions

In this paper, we examine space-time coding using
parallel transmission configurations over the MIMO
atmospheric FSO channel. We identify the parameter
of Pr(Outage) as the single most important predictor
of channel performance, which over time is expected
to match the 〈BER〉. First-order Reed-Muller codes
are seen to provide a fading protection equivalent to
spatial repetition with higher efficiency than a repetition
code, while higher rate arrangements decay rapidly as
the Prfade increases.

Based on these results, we recommend the use of
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variable rate coding for future systems to allow for
increased throughput when turbulent conditions permit,
and increased protection from fading when conditions
deteriorate. Decoding failure rates from the outer code
could be used in place of dedicated pilot tones indicating
a need to shift from a higher to a lower rate code.

Future directions could include use of soft-decision
decoding algorithms for either the inner or outer codes.
For our simulations, we used a hard-decision decoding
algorithm for all codes. Recent results by [21] indicate
that Reed-Muller codes achieve capacity on erasure
channels using both bit and block maximum-a-posteriori
(MAP) decoding. Implementation of bitwise MAP
decoding could thus yield a maximum coding gain over
the super-channel.

We varied only the inner code for the different
concatenated variations. Other codes (e.g.,
convolutional, turbo or low-density parity check
codes) may provide improved noise protection when
used as the outer code.

As mentioned, our simulations assumed that the
spot size of each laser was captured by the matched
receiver. Relaxing this requirement would permit
much longer distances or less tightly collimated lasers.
Rather than treating the output as a series of distinct
laser spots, the energy density patterns across the
entire array of apertures could be used to distinguish
between the 2N possible transmitted symbols. In
the case of the concatenated codes proposed, this
would take advantage of the minimum distance of each
inner code, reducing the number of possible outcomes.
Paired with the immediate feedback found from a
successful outer decoding step, it may be possible to use
machine-learning algorithms to improve the response of
the inner code as channel states change throughout the
transmission window.
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